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(Jesus speaking: ) There is a whole lot more to the geography than meets the eye. So much more 

unknown then what the people of today know. You can’t come up with theories based on what is 

seen. Just like evolution tries to use what is seen to make up theories of what happened, so can’t 

you take other things that you see and imagine what the world used to be like, or even was like 

shortly after the flood time.  

I knew things were going to get tricky in the coming days, and changed things according to the need. 

So there is more to be discovered one day. I’ll show you the history of the world’s geography on a 

simulated globe display one day. And tell you why. It’s good to know.  

And I still have the power to change things here and there to shake up parts of the world, to make 

things deeper or higher, hotter or colder. There is lots I can do with this place called Earth. And there 

is more to be learned than what you have learned, or think you know. So don’t be surprised if there 

are still a few more surprises! 

You might only be aware of one part of something. You can’t be so sure that it is just the full and 

only way things are. But there is so much more than meets the eye. Be open to new ideas. And 

check with Me if things are right or what you should be thinking about or even learning about.  

I love you and will keep planet Earth on its time table.  

***  

People can think what they want and it’s not really going to change the basic plan for humanity. 

Sometimes I allow thinking to go one way, and then allow it to go the other way. It changes the way 

people are. But the truth might be something very different. Be open if I bring new truths your way. 

Don’t get as stuck on your ideas as others are on theirs.  

It’s My world and I can do what I want to teach and train mankind.  

Just like some people have only part of the idea of Christian theology. Be open, but to the right spirit 

of wisdom. 

 

 


